Practical issues in the implementation of image-guided radiotherapy for the treatment of prostate cancer within a UK department.
To study the feasibility of using implanted gold seeds in combination with a commercial software system for daily localisation of the prostate gland during conformal radiotherapy, and to assess the effect this may have on departmental workload. Six patients had three gold radio-opaque seeds implanted into the prostate gland before starting a course of radiotherapy. The seeds were identified on daily portal images and an automated online system provided immediate vector analysis of discrepancies between the planned and actual daily position of the intraprostatic seeds. In total, 138 interfractional displacements were analysed. The workload impact for the department was assessed using the basic treatment equivalence model, by comparing measurements of daily treatment session durations with a control group of patients receiving standard conformal radiotherapy, matched for treatment complexity. No acute complications of seed insertion were observed. A number of developmental issues required solutions to be identified before clinical implementation was possible. The standard deviations of the set-up and organ motion systematic errors in the left-right, superior-inferior and anterior-posterior directions were 2.4, 3.0 and 2.5 mm, respectively. The standard deviations of the set-up and organ motion random errors calculated were 2.5, 2.9 and 3.7 mm. The mean treatment session duration with this daily prostate localisation system was increased by 3 min compared with matched controls using standard imaging practice. If all radical prostate patients in our department were to receive image-guided radiotherapy in this way, this would increase machine workload time by 2.2 h/day. The implementation of this image-guided system is feasible. No additional linear accelerator modification is required and standard imaging devices can be used. It would be a useful addition to any department's image-guided radiotherapy developmental strategy.